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OUR MISSION 
 

 

 

 

1. To grow Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya (Seeking the Stars) into a world-class annual 

celebration of Wiradjuri Culture, Continuity and Creativity on Country to re-awaken ancient 

knowledge, enrich local people’s lives, catalyse new opportunities, strengthen capabilities, and 

drive positive change in the spirit of Yinndyamarra Winhanganha (The wisdom of respectfully 

knowing how to live well in a world worth living in)  
 

2. To establish Miima-gu Ngaahna1 Regenerative Futures Expo as a space for regionally-based 

corporations, businesses, government departments, educational institutions, non-government 

organisations, charities, entrepreneurs and Wiradjuri arts and crafts practitioners to engage 

with First Nations and other communities, showcase their products and services, promote new 

opportunities and visions of the future, and contribute to SkyFest’s economic viability (See 

Section 2.8) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Wiradjuri Condobolin Corporation (WCC) and Big Skies Collaboration established Condo SkyFest Miima 

Warrabinya (Seeking the stars) in 2018 as an annual celebration of 65,000+ years of Wiradjuri Culture, 

Continuity and Creativity on Country. For Wiradjuri and other First Peoples, the concept of Country includes 

the land, waterways, and the sky. We chose the name SkyFest because the sky unites people across all 

cultural traditions and because Wiradjuri people are now re-awakening and revitalising their ancestral 

traditions and knowledge, including their astronomy and skylore, thus reversing the damaging impacts of 

colonisation.  

 

SkyFest also embodies a commitment to protecting and nurturing Country in the spirit of Yinndyamarra 

Winhanganha (The wisdom of respectfully knowing how to live well in a world worth living in.) The SkyFest 

2022 program includes the inaugural Miima-gu Ngaahna2 Regenerative Futures Expo to showcase local and 

regional initiatives that are taking Australia and the world towards a safer, greener, renewable energy future 

(See Section 2.8). 

 

WCC and Big Skies Collaboration are implementing tried and tested community cultural development 

strategies to create opportunities for Wiradjuri people to participate in SkyFest through the Arts, Heritage, 

STEAM activities, and sports. This Statement of Purpose presents recent academic research which shows how 

cultural festivals can improve First People’s health and well-being, maintain and revitalise cultural heritage, 

and drive positive cultural, social, and economic change.  

 

Covid forced us to cancel the 2020 and 2021 SkyFests. Before the 2021 cancellation, however, Central NSW 

Joint Organisation of Councils commissioned a Sydney-based PR company to promote the 2021 festival as a 

‘must see’ Indigenous tourism and astro-tourism experience (See Section 2.3). The success of this 

promotional campaign forced SkyFest organisers to acknowledge that WCC could not yet cater for a large 

number of visitors or meet the expectations the promotion raised. We were also concerned that, by 

promoting SkyFest exclusively as a tourism experience and focussing on the so-called visitor economy, the 

Joint Organisation’s campaign ignored the many non-touristic, non-economic benefits that cultural festivals 

offer their host communities.  

 

For Condobolin’s Wiradjuri families, SkyFest provides a safe space to creatively affirm their own identities, to 

re-awaken, revitalise, share and maintain their ancestral knowledge, language, stories, arts and crafts, and to 

strengthen and heal their community. Recent research suggests that many tourists are now also seeking 

meaningful ways of ‘doing good’ in the communities they visit rather than simply having a good time. The 

term ‘regenerative tourism’ encapsulates the values of this trend. 

 

Condo SkyFest has the potential to serve many purposes, as we outline in this document. It can improve 

Wiradjuri people’s health and well-being and attract hundreds of tourists and visitors to Condobolin. But to 

achieve its full potential, it needs long-term financial and in-kind support from the public and private sectors. 

WCC and Big Skies Collaboration cannot grow Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya into a world-class event 

without active support. We need external help. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya (Seeking the Stars) is a First Nations community festival hosted 

by Wiradjuri Condobolin Corporation (WCC) and Big Skies Collaboration at the Wiradjuri Study 

Centre in Condobolin, a remote river town at the geographical heart of New South Wales.3 Condo, 

as the town is fondly known, has a population of nearly 3,000,4 more than one-quarter of whom 

identify as Wiradjuri and other First Nation groups. With a median age of just 21 (compared to 38 

for the general population), the Wiradjuri Condobolin community is very youthful and is expected 

to grow rapidly in the coming decades. 5 We believe these young people and their extended 

families deserve the best Australia can give its citizens.  

 

Most of Condo’s First Nations families have been living in and around the townsite and along the 

Galari-Lachlan River and its tributaries since time immemorial. Although some locals have achieved 

success and personal fulfilment in their chosen fields, others continue to experience socio-

economic disadvantage, poor health, discrimination, cultural impoverishment, and trauma 

associated with the intergenerational consequences of dispossession and colonisation. Condo 

SkyFest Miima Warrabinya was conceived as a way of creatively addressing some of these injustices 

by catalysing new cultural, social, spiritual and economic opportunities consistent with the 

objectives of the national Closing the Gap Campaign, Blak Lives Matter, Change the Record, the 

Uluru Statement from the Heart, and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.6  We hope to grow 

Condo SkyFest into a world-class celebration of 65,000+ years of cultural heritage and continuity on 

Country to drive positive change and improve people’s lives. For us, this is a moral imperative. 

 

Academic research on other First Nations festivals confirms that such celebrations can positively 

affect people’s quality of life (See Section 2.1). We are confident, therefore, that Condo SkyFest 

Miima Warrabinya can improve the lives of the Condobolin Wiradjuri community over time and 

enhance the liveability of their town. If properly managed and marketed, SkyFest can also become 

a world-class First Nations tourism experience and a significant driver of cultural and economic 

innovation throughout the region.  

 

1.1 Background 
Wiradjuri Condobolin Corporation was established in 2003 as part of a Native Title Agreement with 

a gold mining company based at Lake Cowal, NSW, a site of great cultural significance to Wiradjuri 

people. The organisation’s primary purpose is to create opportunities for a better quality of life for 

the Wiradjuri Condobolin community. Condo SkyFest Miima Warribinya is one of its most 

innovative and visionary community cultural development initiatives.  

 

The first SkyFest was held in November 2018 with the support of Big Skies Collaboration, an 

informal network of professional creatives and organisations committed to catalysing new 

opportunities in south-eastern Australia’s rural and remote Inland.7 Our 2018 project partners 

included Lachlan Shire Council, Arts OutWest, and several corporate sponsors. The second SkyFest, 
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a smaller event, was held in 2019. Unfortunately, the 2020 and 2021 celebrations were cancelled 

because of the Covid-19 pandemic.8  

 

At the time of writing, WCC and Big Skies Collaboration are planning the third Condo SkyFest Miima 

Warrabinya to be held on the first weekend in September 2022. This event will draw on 

government arts funding received for the 2021 festival, in-kind support from Lachlan Shire Council, 

Arts OutWest, Evolution Mines and other sponsors, and WWC’s own financial and in-kind 

resources. 

 

Condo SkyFest celebrates 65,000+ years of Wiradjuri heritage, as we’ve already stated. This 

includes the Inland’s very dark night skies and vast horizons, which are amongst the Lachlan Shire’s 

most valuable natural and cultural assets. Visitors are often amazed by the number of stars and 

other celestial bodies they can see on a clear night here and by the brightness of the Milky Way. 

For Wiradjuri people, celestial phenomena are as much part of Country as terrestrial, and riverine 

phenomena are. Over the millennia, the ancestors developed a deep knowledge of the night sky 

and encoded it into their language and stories. Tragically, the processes of colonisation blocked the 

transmission of this knowledge – but now, in the twenty-first century, Wiradjuri and other First 

Peoples are re-awakening and reclaiming their cultural heritage and repairing the ancient songlines 

to connect Heaven and Earth. SkyFest’s Wiradjuri name, Miima Warrabinya, or Seeking (lost) Stars, 

alludes metaphorically to this renaissance. 

 

Condobolin’s starry nights are also worth celebrating for other reasons since Lachlan Shire is 

endowed with large deposits of precious and critical metals created billions of years ago in stellar 

explosions. A German company has also established a photovoltaic solar farm with battery storage 

near Condobolin to harvest the power of our local star, the Sun.9 More solar farms are expected to 

follow. Lachlan Shire is about to experience twin mining and energy booms that will transform 

Inland economies.10 Condo SkyFest organisers have responded to these new opportunities by 

adding a regenerative futures expo to the 2022 program (See Section 3.0) to showcase the exciting 

developments within the Shire that will take us closer to a healthier, more ecologically sustainable 

net-zero emissions future. 

 

 

1.2 Challenges 
SkyFest presents organisers with many challenges. These include the event’s long-term financial 

viability; the town’s geographic distance from capital cities and regional population centres; 

cultural and socio-economic disadvantage; and the shallow labour pool and skills deficit that all 

small rural and remote communities experience. We are attempting to address these challenges in 

new and creative ways. 

 

1. Financial sustainability  

WCC is committed to ensuring that entry to SkyFest remains free to the public. This means it must 

be financed from government and corporation grants, sponsorships, donations, WCC’s reserves, 

and in-kind support. To sustainably grow SkyFest into a world-class celebration, however, we need 
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to find new sources of income. We are doing this by developing a series of special revenue-

producing ticketed events within the SkyFest program. The 2022 festival  includes, for example: 

 

• The Miima Warrabinya Gala Dinner offering a menu of native and locally produced food 

prepared by a visiting First Nations chef, and accompanied by stargazing, a preview of 

SkyFest performances, and (possibly) a prominent guest speaker (See Section 2.5) 

• Miima Warrabinya cultural heritage tours to sites of significance with local Wiradjuri 

guides and storytellers (See Section 2.3), and 

• the Miima-gu Ngaahna (Reaching for the Stars) Regenerative Futures Expo, at which 

exhibitors will be able to share and promote their goods and services and, we hope, be 

inspired to sponsor future SkyFest events (See Section 2.8)  

 

2. Cultural disadvantage 

Another major challenge we face is the one Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya was established to 

reverse: the limited opportunities for people in small rural and remote communities to experience 

and creatively engage with high-quality recreational arts and crafts activities, including live 

workshops, exhibitions and performances by arts professionals. Some Condo locals also have 

limited or zero access to the internet. In this sense, people of all backgrounds in Condobolin and 

other remote inland communities are culturally deprived. Recent Census statistics show that Condo 

people also tend to be older, less healthy, less educated, and more economically disadvantaged 

than those in metropolitan centres and regional cities.11 They are therefore disadvantaged in 

multiple ways: culturally, socially, educationally, and economically. 

 

Cultural and social disadvantage and cultural deprivation have very negative impacts on people’s 

well-being, as we discuss below. These conditions also mean that many locals find it difficult, even 

impossible, to imagine a positive future for themselves and their families or to envisage the many 

ways a successful Condo SkyFest could economically, socially and culturally benefit their 

community. 

 

To address these challenges, we plan to introduce the Miima-gu Ngaahna (Reaching for the Stars) 

Cultural Ambassadors Program to give Wiradjuri locals opportunities to experience First Nations 

cultural events in larger communities and to meet First Nations cultural leaders in Sydney, 

Canberra and elsewhere. Participation in this program will broaden cultural ambassadors’ horizons, 

enable them to scout for talent for future festivals, and benchmark SkyFest against other cultural 

events. It will also allow them to establish their own support networks.  

 

We hope the Cultural Ambassadors Program will give participants the confidence to oversee 

SkyFest and determine its future. However, we cannot introduce this program until WCC has the 

funds to employ staff to run it. 

 

3. Remoteness 

Condo is around 100 km from the much larger inland towns of Parkes and Forbes, 200 km from the 

regional cities of Dubbo and Orange, 260 km from Wagga, 370 km from Canberra, and nearly 500 

km from Sydney. The town has a small airport but does not support regular commercial flights. 
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There are several coach services per week linking Condobolin with larger centres, however, and a 

weekly train from Sydney to Broken Hill, which can stop at the local railway station. The only other 

way to reach Condo, and the most convenient, is by private vehicle. This means that, if we are to 

attract visitors and performers to Condo SkyFest, we will need to present them with very good 

reasons to drive hundreds of kilometres to a small Inland town that’s a long way from anywhere!  

 

As we saw during the pandemic travel restrictions, Australians can be enticed to drive long 

distances for new experiences, though. Destination NSW’s slick YouTube and social media road trip 

campaigns were very successful and, according to the NSW Visitor Economy Strategic Plan 2030, 

will be expanded over the next two years. The Strategic Plan also promises support for regional 

events “to facilitate regional dispersal.”12 We will be seeking this support. 

 

4. Job vacancies and skills deficit 

The most immediate challenge we face is one that affects most organisations in small rural and 

remote towns: a shortage of skilled people to fill specialised job vacancies.13 This challenge is 

exacerbated in First Nations communities. WCC has first-hand experience of this. In early 2021 the 

organisation advertised for a Tourism Development and Finance Assistant to “be responsible for 

strengthening community and industry partnerships and developing local Aboriginal tourism 

initiatives and events.” It received no applications. WCC is now exploring alternative options, 

including a trainee program.14 

 

An easy solution to this challenge would be to hire city-based contractors to engage with local 

people remotely and/or make regular FIFO visits to Condo. This would do little to grow the 

Condobolin Wiradjuri community’s cultural and human capital, however.15 A better approach 

would be to invest in local people through carefully targeted professional development and 

community upskilling strategies supported by inspirational mentoring.  

 

This preferred path would require long-term, meaningful, multi-helix collaboration (see below) 

with a wide range of stakeholders, including government departments, corporate entities, local 

businesses and entrepreneurs, educational institutions, and non-government agencies, as well as 

from the WCC board and management. We are working on this. 

 

1.3 Multi-helix collaboration framework 
Regional and community development agencies worldwide are now using what are known as multi-

helix frameworks for stakeholder collaboration to drive innovation and improve people’s lives. 

These models are described as triple, quadruple, and quintuple helix frameworks. (The helix 

metaphor evokes the twisted ladder structure of the DNA polymer.) 16   

 

A triple helix framework, for example, would involve people from academia, industry and 

government interacting collaboratively to foster well-being, entrepreneurship, innovation and 

economic growth. A quadruple helix framework would add civil society stakeholders, their values 

and their concerns, such as Wiradjuri cultural heritage, arts, social media, creative industries, and 

lifestyles, to the collaborative mix. A quintuple helix framework would consider the environment 

and natural assets, such as Condo’s very dark night skies and wide horizons, the constellations and 
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other celestial phenomena, landscape features, native species, the Galari-Lachlan River, and the 

inclusive Wiradjuri concept of Country. 17 

 

Multi-helical projects in other parts of the world, notably in Europe and South Africa, have shown 

that, when diverse sectors of society collaborate meaningfully, rural and remote communities and 

whole regions can be transformed in remarkable ways.18  

 

Our preferred development strategy is a multi-helix framework that involves all levels of 

government, the corporate sector, academia, local businesses and community groups, with full 

consideration given to Wiradjuri people’s concerns and interests within the broader context of 

Country. We are now seeking other collaborators to work with WCC to develop Condo SkyFest into 

a world-class First Nations celebration of culture and continuity on Country.  

 

2.0 SKYFEST STARTS WITH CULTURE 
Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya celebrates Wiradjuri Culture in all its richness and complexity to 

inspire and educate participants and to improve First Peoples’s lives in Condobolin and beyond, 

especially those who are culturally, socially and economically disadvantaged. As a 2010 survey of 

the benefits of Indigenous festivals found,  

 
Culture has to be the starting point in any serious efforts to address Indigenous disadvantage …. 
Increasingly, agencies with responsibilities for Indigenous health, education, employment and other 
well-being outcomes are realising that cultural festivals are a powerful space for working effectively 
with communities on their own terrain: opening dialogue, engaging participation and working in 
partnerships to both imagine better futures and deliver results in these crucial areas.19  

 

 Culture is a complicated concept, however, with at least two definitions. The first, the more 

anthropological and sociological meaning, includes all the values, beliefs, and ways of seeing, being 

and behaving we share with others in the groups, communities, and societies we feel part of. The 

second definition refers to the expression of these values, beliefs, and ways of being through 

storytelling, writing, music, dance, visual arts, books, films, theatre, radio, TV shows, film, video 

games, podcasts, artifacts, craft, design, buildings, landscapes, sports, science, and all the other 

things we humans make, do, and think.20 Culture is constantly changing, too; always evolving in 

new and often surprising ways. 

 

The concept of Aboriginal cultural heritage fuses these different meanings. The NSW draft 

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2018 defines it as: 

 

the living, traditional and historical practices, representations, expressions, beliefs, knowledge, and 

skills (together with the associated environment, landscapes, places, objects, ancestral remains and 

materials) that Aboriginal people recognise as part of their cultural heritage and identity.21  

 

Cultural heritage can be either tangible or intangible. Tangible heritage refers to physical or 

material things, such as artifacts, cultural landscapes, old buildings, artworks, archaeological sites, 

human remains, and museum, library, and archive collections. Intangible heritage includes 
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language, songlines, traditional knowledge and customs, kinship relations, stories, folklore, dances, 

ceremonies and large gatherings, such as corroborrees, for example.  

 

Like many other intangible cultural traditions, corroborees were discontinued in Wiradjuri Country 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries because of the forces of colonisation. They are now 

being revived in First Nations communities throughout south-eastern Australia, however. In 

Condobolin, Amanda Coe and members of the dance groups Galari Bila Waga Dhaanys and 

Dinawan’s Connection have established the Condo Corroborree in memory of a very talented 

Wiradjuri dancer, the late Lewis Coe. This event is held in May each year on the Wiradjuri Study 

Centre’s bora ground. The 2022 event attracted several hundred people from all over New South 

Wales, many of whom will return to Condo for SkyFest Miima Warrabinya. 

 

One of the groups driving the revival of the corroboree tradition in New South Wales is Dinawan’s 

Connection, which takes its name from a Wiradjuri word for Emu -- because, as the Dinawan men 

explain in their promotional material, “The male Dinawan (Emu) raises the chicks as soon as they 

come out of the egg and teaches them everything they need to know to survive in this world 

preparing them for adulthood”22  

 

They continue: 

 

Long story short Culture saved our life! Growing up as kids,  

We had NO role models, NO Dance and NO connection to country or stories,  

We were walking around without direction. 

Then we had the privilege to learn the old ways & we have never looked back. 

NOW, we have belonging. NOW, we have dance. NOW, we have connection sto Country and stories. 

And NOW we want to GIVE back to our community by being role models for our youth and sharing 

dance with them.23 

 

It’s a powerful message. Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya continues the cultural tradition of the 

corroboree with a similar mission.   

 

Evidence from other cultural festivals confirms that large gatherings, like corroborees and cultural 

festivals, can be psychologically transformative and lead to long-lasting attitudinal change. Recent 

research from Yale University, for example, reports that festival-goers can experience what 

sociologist Emile Durkheim called ‘collective effervescence,’ a transcendent emotion of feeling socially 

connected with those around you, a sense that you are one with the rest of humanity, or one with the 

universe.24 By catalysing such emotional responses, festivals have an important role to play in breaking 

down prejudices and promoting inclusivity, reconciliation, and an openness to difference which 

benefits everyone.   

 

As we show in the following pages, cultural festivals can be consequential in many other ways too – 

which is why we believe that Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya deserves wide support. 
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2.1 SkyFest as Cultural Medicine 
WCC and many other groups and individuals in Condobolin are working together to re-awaken, 

revitalise, and share Wiradjuri culture, language, and heritage through storytelling, dance, painting, 

traditional weaving, music, video, photography, computer games, family histories, visits to 

significant sites, cultural astronomy, and other traditional and contemporary practices and 

knowledge. Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya provides a focus for many of these activities; a safe 

and supportive environment for local First Nations people of all ages and abilities to share their 

knowledge, skills and experience, exhibit, perform and sell their work, participate in workshops, 

and be inspired in ways that affirm their First Nations identities. 

 

 The multiple benefits of these arts and cultural activities are now well established. The Australia 

Council’s Submission to Closing the Gap Refresh, for example, categorically states that: 

 

The evidence is clear that First Nations arts and cultural participation can support: the development 

of strong and resilient First Nations children; improved school attendance and engagement; higher 

levels of educational attainment; improved physical and mental health and well-being; greater social 

inclusion and cohesion; more employment, economic opportunities and meaningful work; safer 

communities with reductions in crime and improved rehabilitation; as well as the prevention of 

suicide – fostering a secure sense of cultural identity is a powerful protective factor against self-

harm for young First Nations people and helps First Nations children and young people to navigate 

racism and being a minority group in their own country.25 

 

Stephen Page, former artistic director of Bangarra Dance Theatre, highlighted the healing power of 

the arts in his keynote address to the Australian Performing Arts Market back in 2012:    

 

Art is a medicine; it can heal us, unite us, strengthen us, challenge us and inspire us, it feeds our 

bodies and our imaginations. We see ourselves through art and learn about our community, and our 

place within it. Discovering who we are - writing our own verse in a songline that has been carried 

through the ages - gives us a sense of belonging. And the knowledge of where we come from 

empowers each and every one of us.26 

 

In this sense, SkyFest is medicine too. As we’ve already described, it gives First People space to 

share, revitalise and celebrate their cultural heritage, tell their own stories in their own ways, 

display their creative works, share their knowledge and skills, socialise, make new friends, be 

entertained and inspired, and affirm and validate their identities in ways that can instil pride, joy, 

social connectivity and a sense of well-being and belonging.  

 

Academic research supports claims about the beneficial impacts of cultural festivals for First 

Nations communities. A 2010 publication, Indigenous Cultural Festivals: Evaluating impact on 

community health and well-being, for example, reported that  

 
festivals really do matter to communities; from a proliferation of very small events celebrating local 
community life, to complex, large-scale events with a national and international profile. Whatever 
scale they operate at, festivals support communities in their efforts to maintain and renew 
themselves through the celebration of culture.27  
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No formal research has been done on the healing benefits of our Condo SkyFest and the 

community cultural development activities associated with it so far, but anecdotal evidence 

suggests that it is already making a positive difference to people’s lives. Maryann Parker, who 

participates in informal weaving workshops with local artist and Big Skies Collaborator, Aunty 

Beverley Coe, at the Condo SistaShed, described what this experience means to her:   

 

I enjoy learning how to weave baskets and all our other things in our traditional way. I find it very 

healing. I also find weaving good therapy for loneliness, depression, grief and loss.28 

 

Many other workshop participants and exhibitors, including those who are disabled, elderly, or 

suffering from trauma and mental illness, would agree with her. Some of the young people 

participating in the dance programs, and their families, similarly acknowledge the cultural and 

health value of these activities.  

 

Given all the available evidence demonstrating the beneficial impacts that creative interventions 

can have on First Nations communities, we are confident that Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya 

can improve the mental and physical well-being of at least some participants over time. And, 

because SkyFest presents traditional and contemporary Wiradjuri culture in so many different 

ways, we are also confident that it will benefit non-indigenous people, including tourists and other 

visitors, as we discuss below. 

 

2.2 SkyFest as Cultural Revitalisation  
WCC and Big Skies Collaboration support and nurture Wiradjuri cultural revitalisation through 

community cultural development projects, as listed below, and through the festival program itself. 

The 2022 program features a line-up of Wiradjuri and other First Nations performers, some of 

whom were born and raised in Condobolin and have developed strong professional careers in 

music in the capital cities. Others will be performing on stage for the first time.  

 

External funding received in 2021 from a range of sources, including the Australian Government’s 

Regional Arts Fund and Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support (IVAIS), and the NSW Government’s 

Create NSW and Arts Restart via Arts OutWest Inc, allowed us to introduce three new community 

cultural development initiatives in 2021/22. This funding also supported some of the regular 

SistaShed workshops with local artist and Big Skies Collaborator Aunty Beverley Coe. Projects that 

were postponed in 2021 because of COVID have since resumed for SkyFest 2022. These are:  

 

1. Gaalmadhaay Songmakers Project with local Wiradjuri poets Monicque Merritt and 

Marion Wighton-Packham and Wiradjuri singer Janita Coe (all from Condobolin), with 

Wiradjuri singer-songwriter Shane Riley (Dubbo) and Big Skies Collaborator Peter Kennard 

(Blue Mountains), to co-author and perform a series of songs in Wiradjuri and English 

2. Lighting the Night Lantern Project with Phil Relf, of Ikara Celebratory Events, Northern 

Rivers, and Aunty Bev Coe, with the Condo SistaShed artisans, Marathon Health, 

Condobolin Primary School, and St Joseph’s Catholic School, to build hundreds of lanterns 

with sky-themed images on them, for dramatic festival decorations and a children’s lantern 

parade 
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3. SistaShed Workshops with Aunty Beverley Coe to create sky-themed artworks  

4. Ngamurr Waganha Walan (Daughter Dance Strong) Project to establish a girls’ dance 

group with Wiradjuri choreographer and teacher Jo Clancy from NAISDA Dance College 

 

At the time of writing, hundreds of paper lanterns created in 2021 by the SistaShed artisans, and 

students in the two local primary schools, are in storage at the Wiradjuri Study Centre and other 

sites. Condo Primary School teacher Marion Wighton-Packham used the lantern project to 

introduce her students to Wiradjuri astronomy and skylore during NAIDOC week 2021. Many of her 

students decorated their lanterns with cut-outs of animals representing Wiradjuri constellations, 

such as the Celestial Emu, for example. After SkyFest 2021 was postponed, the children were 

offered an opportunity to parade their creations at the Condobolin Chamber of Commerce’s pre-

Christmas Late Night Shopping event. They were led by members of the Condobolin Pipe Band. 

 

The girls’ dance group, Ngamurr Waganha Walan, complements the boys’ group, Galari Bila Waga 

Dhaanys, established by Wiradjuri local Mandy Coe and colleagues including local teacher Marion 

Wighton-Packham with the support of Cowra dancer, Steve Taylor and his Dinawan’s Connection 

group. (Mandy Coe and her colleagues also host the Lewis Coe Memorial Corroboree at the 

Wiradjuri Study Centre in May each year. This event attracts First Nations families from all over 

NSW.) The local boys’ and girls’ groups will be dancing new works for SkyFest 2022. Other dance 

groups from throughout the region have been invited to join them on the bora ground. 

 

The Gaalmadhaay Songmakers Project will restart in mid-2022 after being postponed in 2021. At 

the time of writing, our two local poets, Monicque Merritt and Marion Wighton-Packham, have 

completed the lyrics for a series of songs in Wiradjuri and English, and Wiradjuri singer-songwriter 

Shane Riley from Dubbo, and Big Skies Collaborator Peter Kennard, a composer from the Blue 

Mountains, have written melodies for them. Final workshops with the lyricists and Wiradjuri singer, 

Janita Coe (also from Condobolin), wil be held in June or July. Shane and Peter expect to work 

closely with Janita as she learns the songs and record them for local release as MP3 files. The new 

songs will be premiered live at SkyFest 2022 with backing from Shane, Peter and other musicians.  

 

Local weaver, visual artist and Big Skies Collaborator Aunty Bev Coe, whose work has already been 

mentioned, has led one of our most successful cultural revival initiatives through the Condo 

SistaShed, where she conducts twice-weekly workshops with First Nations women. Many of the 

SistaShed makers are associated with Marathon Health’s Condobolin Wiradjuri Wellness Project.  

 

Aunty Bev’s recent work has been inspired by her visits to Seven Sisters Ridge, a sacred site on the 

transcontinental Seven Sisters Songline about 45 km east of Condobolin. Unfortunately, Bev’s 

elders could not pass the Seven Sisters stories on to her, so she researched other Seven Sisters sites 

and their connection to the Mulayndynang, the Seven Sisters star cluster also known as the 

Pleiades or M45. Aunty Bev shared these stories with the Sistas, and created with them a series of 

Seven Sisters artworks to keep the stories alive for their children and grandchildren. Their Seven 

Sisters installation was featured in their first SkyFest exhibition, Seven Sistas Weavings, at the 

Wiradjuri Study Centre in 2018.29  
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The Mulayndynang story is, in part, a cautionary tale for young women and girls about keeping 

themselves safe from predatory males and the dangers of unsanctioned relationships. It meant a 

lot to the SistaShed makers, who have either experienced family violence or witnessed it. For some, 

creating the Mulayndynang effigies for the exhibition was cathartic.  

 

Aunty Bev and the Sistas have also created mythic representations of other Wiradjuri 

constellations, including a two-metre-high steel and fibre Gugurmin, or Celestial Emu, the dark 

constellation visible in the Milky Way; Maliyan the Eagle (the constellation Aquila); and Gugaa the 

Tree Goanna (Scorpius). The Sistas have since used these works to educate their children, 

grandchildren and the broader Wiradjuri community about their people’s traditional astronomy 

and skylore.  

 

Bev Coe has also drawn on the Seven Sisters story in her own arts practice. Before the first Covid 

lockdown, Western NSW Local Health District commissioned her to create an original work for the 

new wing of the Condobolin District Hospital. This work, a sequence of traditionally inspired 

monochrome images of Seven Sisters Ridge encircled by the stars and footprints of local elders, is 

now installed as decals on the hospital windows. The Ridge’s story is told, in the artist’s own words, 

on a small wall panel in the hospital’s entrance hall. Aunty Bev is currently preparing a new 

exhibition of large acrylic paintings to re-interpret the Mulayndynang stories yet again.  

 

Bev Coe’s work epitomises the multidimensional ways that the Arts and cultural festivals can enrich 

community life, re-awaken and revitalise cultural heritage, help to heal those who’ve experienced 

trauma, and introduce new ways of thinking about the past, present and possible futures. Her work 

has made a great difference to many people’s lives. 

 

We hope to introduce more community cultural development projects to revitalise other aspects of 

Wiradjuri culture in coming years. These will probably include a series of storytelling workshops 

with aspiring tour guides who have a deep knowledge of Wiradjuri traditions and bushcraft but 

little experience in communicating it to the general public. The second project will, we hope, be a 

series of workshops with professional astronomer Donna Burton from Milroy Observatory at 

Coonabarabran, and Wiradjuri stargazer Steve Taylor from Cowra. These workshops will also be 

open to non-Wiradjuri locals to encourage them to develop their own Astro-tourism businesses in 

Condobolin. We do not yet have funding for either of these projects, however.  

 

Our community cultural development model sets Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya apart from 

most other cultural festivals in rural and remote communities which, too often, import big-name 

performers, speakers and exhibitors from other towns or cities. SkyFest focuses on local talent and 

skills development because we believe that we need to invest in local people if we are to fulfil our 

primary goals of improving the lives of Condobolin’s Wiradjuri community and creating new 

opportunities for them.  

 

We cannot do this alone, however. We need long-term collaborators and stakeholders from 

diverse backgrounds, including government departments, corporations, educational institutions, 
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non-government agencies, local businesses and entrepreneurs. And, slowly, we are building these 

relationships. 

 

2.3 SkyFest as a Tourism experience  
Tourism has long been recognised as both a driver and enabler of cultural, social and economic 

development and revitalisation, especially in small rural and remote towns, especially those 

experiencing population decline, cultural deprivation, and social disadvantage.30 Lachlan Shire has 

also experienced a long drought, floods, a mouse plague, and the COVID-19 pandemic in the last 

few years. SkyFest Miima Warrabinya, which incorporates the arts, creativity, community 

development and tourism, can contribute to the Shire’s recovery in very positive ways, as a 2020 

publication from the Australia Council for the Arts emphasised: 

 

As our families, communities and nation come to terms with the uncertainty, isolation and social 

and economic disruption of the world in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the power of the arts 

and creativity to connect and uplift us, to reduce expenditure across health and social services and 

to stimulate tourism and local economies, has never been more important.31 
 

The tourist industry and visitor economy almost ceased to exist during the COVID-19 pandemic 

and, at the time of writing, are still in need of government support. The industry itself has changed 

over the past two years, however. For example, in the absence of cruises and cheap flights to Bali 

and other exotic overseas destinations, younger Australians have developed a taste for driving 

tours within Australia, inspired by a series of social media campaigns by the State and Federal 

departments of tourism. Like the ‘grey nomads’ phenomenon, younger people’s post-Covid interest 

for road trips benefits small Inland towns like Condobolin, which are well beyond the 2-3- hour 

comfort zones of most city-based travellers in the pre-Covid era.  

 

Another recent trend that could benefit Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya is the increased interest 

in Astro-tourism and stargazing. Most people in Australia and the rest of the world now live in cities 

and large towns where the full glory of the night sky has been bleached-out by light and 

atmospheric pollution. City visitors are often astonished at the brilliance of the Milky Way and 

other celestial phenomena they can see in places where light pollution is minimal.  

 

At Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya, visitors experience the horizon-to-horizon glory of a dark 

night sky from the grounds of the Wiradjuri Study Centre. They can also be guided around the 

universe by Wiradjuri stargazer Steve Taylor and astronomer Donna Burton, who runs the historic 

Milroy Observatory at Coonabarabran. Together, Donna and Steve will be telling stories from both 

scientific and mythic perspectives. A rare opportunity for most tourists. 

 

Star gazing is about much more than simply looking at the stars and other celestial bodies and 

hearing the stories attached to them, though. It is also about emotions. Exploring the night sky and 

learning about the scale of the universe can induce the emotions of amazement, wonder and awe, 

which, for many people, can be as transformative as the ‘collective effervescence’ that festivals can 

induce.32 Indeed, a recent column in Astronomy magazine suggested that “Amazement may be the 

top reason people are into astronomy.”33  
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Or is it awe? “Awe is so powerful it alters your sense of self, connects you with humanity and 

boosts your mind and body,” New Scientist reported in 2017. “Feeling awestruck can dissolve our 

very sense of self, bringing a host of benefits from lowering stress and boosting creativity to making 

us nicer people.”34  

 

Recent research has revealed that many tourists are actively seeking feel-good experiences such as 

these. They want to feel awed, amazed, and part of the universe, but they also want to feel they 

are doing good in the world.35 A recent survey by the Catalyst social and environmental research 

group found that nearly two-thirds of Australians agreed that  

 

It’s no longer enough to be sustainable, the tourism industry should be making a positive 

contribution to communities and natural places.36  

 

At least 60 per cent of respondents to this survey across all demographics, including men, older 

people, regional Australians, and less affluent households, agreed with this statement. More 

Millennials than other groups supported this view, however, with nearly 70 per cent of them 

believing that tourism, and the travel industry in general, should be a force for good. As one of the 

researchers, Carolyn Childs, CEO of MyTravelResearch.com, concluded  

 

Australians of all kinds are inviting the travel industry to enter a new contract — one that 

acknowledges communities and nature as partners rather than resources to be exploited.37  

 

The term Regenerative Tourism is increasingly used to describe this more holistic and beneficent 

kind of travel now being championed internationally by groups such as the Future of Tourism 

Coalition,38 and the France-based Regen (Regenerative Hospitality), which describes itself as  

 

a collective of hospitality practitioners, researchers, architects, scientists, NGOs, and impact 

investors, dedicated to making travel a force for good by sharing their knowledge, expertise, insights 

to transform the travel and hospitality economic model into one that is regenerative for all the 

stakeholders and the Planet.39  

 

Those involved with regenerative tourism measure success not in purely economic terms but 
“against the well-being of the country, considering nature, human health and community 
identities,” according to New York Times travel writer Elaine Glusac. 40 The fresh ideas, expertise, 
practical support, and economic and social benefits that regenerative tourism offers host 
communities is potentially life-changing for them and for visitors and tour operators, too,41  as 
many New Zealanders are discovering. In 2018, for example, the New Zealand government and its 
partner organisations launched the Tiaki Promise and invited visitors to commit to it online:  

 
While travelling in New Zealand  

• I will care for Land, Sea and Nature, treading lightly and leaving no trace 

• Travel safely showing care and consideration for all 

• Respect culture, travelling with an open heart and mind 
New Zealand is precious, and everyone who lives and travels here has a responsibility to look after 
it. The Tiaki Promise is a commitment to care for New Zealand, for now and for future generations.42 
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Australian government tourism authorities might have missed this trend, however. Both the 

Federal and NSW Governments released strategic plans to revive the tourism industry during the 

Covid lockdowns and focused almost exclusively on visitor experiences rather than on the needs of 

local communities and our Planet, or visitors’ responsibilities to care for them. These government-

promoted strategies also failed to acknowledge the entrenched disadvantage so many rural and 

remote communities still experience, or the threats from Climate Change and land degradation, for 

example; and nor do they fully acknowledge the many positive social, cultural and economic 

contributions visitors can make to rural and remote communities when they personally engage 

with locals. 

 

The government strategies at least recognise that, to revive the tourist industry, State and Federal 

agencies must collaborate with all stakeholders, including First Peoples.43 The NSW Visitor 

Economy Strategy 2030, for example, commits Destination NSW to  

 

Develop and deliver an annual state-wide program of workshops, mentoring and other business 

support to foster the growth and sustainability of the Aboriginal cultural tourism sector,44  

 

and to 

 

Partner with the NSW Aboriginal Tourism Operators Council (NATOC) and Aboriginal tourism 

stakeholders to make NSW Australia’s premier destination for Aboriginal tourism by showcasing and 

developing authentic, accessible, high-quality, and compelling visitor experiences. 45 

 

WCC and Big Skies Collaboration are developing a program of unique cultural tours with the local 

community and will be seeking support from Destination NSW to ensure that these tours do, in 

fact, offer “authentic, accessible, high-quality and compelling visitor experiences.”  

 

The Australian Government’s draft recovery strategy describes the conventional tourism industry/ 

visitor economy as, “a complex ecosystem of many stakeholders”.46 At a local level, this 

‘ecosystem’ depends on the host communities’ cultural and natural endowments and on the vision, 

entrepreneurial zeal, commitment, skills, and financial resources of entrepreneurs and tour 

operators who can develop and package these ‘resources’ into marketable ‘products’. It also 

depends on a diverse range of local businesses and contractors who can provide the services, 

amenities, knowledge, and expertise that traditional tourists have come to expect. Unfortunately, 

these services, amenities, knowledge, and expertise are not always available in remote inland 

towns like Condobolin. 

 

Such gaps are of great concern to WCC, Big Skies Collaboration, and our partners because we 

recognise that, to develop Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya into a world-class experience, we will 

need the same range of professional services, expertise and support that organisers of current 

world-class tourist events take for granted -- but these are not yet available in Condobolin. 

 

The scale of our predicament became glaringly apparent in 2021 when Central NSW Joint 

Organisation of Councils (which includes Lachlan Shire Council) commissioned a Sydney-based 

public relations company to promote Condo SkyFest throughout Australia and beyond. (This was, of 
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course, before the second round of COVID-19 restrictions forced us to cancel SkyFest yet again.) As 

a result of this campaign, Tourism Australia and Destination NSW both published articles about 

SkyFest in their widely distributed newsletters. Tourism Australia described our festival thus:   

 

In the heart of Wiradjuri Country in New South Wales, the small town of Condobolin is preparing for 

its biggest annual event, Condo Skyfest: Miima Warrabinya … from 3 to 5 September 2021.  

This free immersive celebration of Wiradjuri heritage is a must for anyone with an interest in 

learning more about ancient night skies and celebrating Aboriginal culture. 47 

 

The Destination NSW article added more details:  

 

This immersive celebration of 65,000+ years of Wiradjuri heritage invites guests to learn more about 

the ancient night skies and celebrate Aboriginal culture. The program features special sky-dances, 

live music, boomerang throwing, a parade of illuminated sky-lanterns, workshops on Wiradjuri 

language, Aboriginal art exhibitions and food, and stargazing with professional astronomers. Now in 

its third year, the event brings together people of all backgrounds from throughout Central West 

NSW and beyond to celebrate Wiradjuri culture and heritage. 48 

 

Other newsletters, blogs, magazines and newspapers published their own SkyFest stories based on 

a campaign press release. Australian Traveller magazine highlighted Condo SkyFest Miima 

Warrabinya as a cultural astronomy and astro-tourism event, for example:  

 

SkyFest in Condobolin in September features more of the stargazing and storytelling that shows 

our fascination with the night sky through the eyes and stories of our First Nations people. 49  

 

SkyFest stories also appeared in Bathurst’s Western Advocate,50 Caravan World,51 Hema Maps e-

newsletter,52 the Travel Industry’s Global Media Network’s TravMedia,53 and Arts OutWest’s 

newsletter, ArtSpeak, and other publications.  

 

 Jenny Bennett, Executive Officer of the Joint Organisation, welcomed the success of the Joint 

Organisation’s campaign; as she told the Condobolin Argus newspaper, it showed that “Visitors are 

hungry for authentic Indigenous experiences:” 

 

Especially events like Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya where the local community gets involved to 

share their stories and talents in engaging and inspiring ways.54  

 

Former CEO of Tourism Australia, John Morse AM, agreed but suggested that the increased interest 

in First Nations tourism resulted from the COVID-19 bans on overseas and interstate travel.55 The 

2020 Australia Council report, Domestic Arts Tourism: Connecting the Country, pointed out, 

however, that interest in First Nations events and experiences was high even before the 

restrictions: 

 

Prior to COVID-19, one in five Australians attended First Nations festivals. In 2019, 3.9 million 

Australians attended a First Nations festival, or 19% of the population aged 15 years and over.56 
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The Joint Organisation’s promotion, gratifying though it was, forced us to acknowledge that WCC 

and its partner organisation, Lachlan Shire Council, had neither the personnel nor the expertise to 

fulfil the expectations the campaign was generating. We were confident, however, that, with long-

term investment in capacity building and support to overcome these gaps, WCC and its partners 

could grow Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya into a celebration of Wiradjuri culture to serve the 

needs of the local Wiradjuri community as well as tourism operators, local businesses, and non-

Indigenous visitors. 

 

For tourists and other visitors, SkyFest is a rare opportunity to experience contemporary Wiradjuri 

culture and heritage in authentic and engaging ways and to experience the awe, wonder, 

amazement, happiness and curiosity that the night sky inspires. It’s also an opportunity for settler 

descendants to embrace the feel-good values of the Closing the Gap campaign, Black Lives Matter, 

Reconciliation, the Uluru Statement from the Heart, the UN Sustainable Development Goals, and 

the life-affirming principles of regenerative tourism. For the Wiradjuri Condobolin community, 

SkyFest it is all these things as well as a safe space to re-awaken, revitalise and share their 

traditional cultural knowledge and practices, and celebrate and affirm their identities.57 In all these 

ways, Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya can indeed be a force for good -- for locals, for visitors, and 

for our Planet.  

 

2.4 SkyFest as Cultural Astronomy 
The night sky is part of humanity’s universal cultural and natural heritage. Since time immemorial, 

we humans have projected our most profound hopes and fears onto celestial phenomena and 

encoded our most profound knowledge, beliefs, and traditions into the stories we’ve told about 

them. For Australia’s First Peoples, the stars, planets, constellations, gas clouds and other celestial 

phenomena are imbued with religious, metaphysical, and secular significance. Over tens of 

thousands of years, Wiradjuri people have connected Heaven and Earth in a web of stories and 

encoded into them all the knowledge, customs and lore their people needed to survive and flourish 

on south-eastern Australia’s riverine plains. These stories told people how to behave, how to stay 

safe, how to live their best lives, how their world was created, and what happened to them when 

they died, for example.  

 

Other stories held more scientific and practical knowledge about using the movement of the stars 

and planets to measure time, herald special events, mark the seasons and lifecycles of totemic 

plants and animals, forecast the weather, and navigate their way to and from distant places. People 

recounted these stories in song, dance, paintings, carvings and weavings to pass the knowledge on 

from one generation to the next. As cultural astronomer Duane Hamacher told ABC News back in 

2016, 

 

You see these stories, you hear the stories, you see the songs and dances and they’re beautiful, 

they’re poetic but that’s not really what they’re meant to be, it’s a great way of learning stuff and 

passing it on but within those traditions there is a lot of scientific knowledge.58 

 

Tragically, the ravages of colonisation in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries blocked the 

transmission of too many of the stories that held this ancient knowledge. Wiradjuri communities 
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are now re-awakening, reclaiming and re-interpreting their astronomical heritage with the support 

of traditional knowledge holders and university-trained cultural astronomers, astrophysicists and 

cosmologists, however. The Wiradjuri name for Condo SkyFest - Miima Warrabinya or Seeking the 

(Lost) Stars - alludes to this process of re-discovery and renewal.  

 

Several Wiradjuri creatives contribute to this process through their arts and crafts practices in 

Condobolin. Big Skies Collaborator Marion Wighton-Packham, a teacher at Condobolin Primary 

School, has used dance and lantern-making to teach her students about Wiradjuri constellations, 

for example. Another Big Skies Collaborator, Aunty Beverley Coe, has been creating works inspired 

by Wiradjuri skylore, as we’ve already mentioned. Aunty Bev also works with other local women to 

pass on this knowledge through arts and crafts at the Condo SistaShed at the Wiradjuri Study 

Centre. (See Section 2.2 for more on Marion Wighton-Packham and Aunty Bev’s work.)  

 

On a less traditional note, SkyFest 2022 will feature Space Play, an interactive 3-D projection of the 

solar system created by Big Skies Collaborator David Clarkson, creative director of Sydney’s Stalker 

Theatre, and his Box of Birds team. This awe-inspiring augmented reality work attracted 6,000 

people at Adelaide’s Science Alive in 2021.59 For Condo SkyFest, it will be projected onto a wall of 

shipping containers where participants will be able to interact with 3D images of the planets, 

moons, asteroids and other celestial phenomena. The creators hope their work will inspire young 

Wiradjui people to consider careers in astronomy, space science or astrophysics or as storytellers 

working with augmented reality and other contemporary technologies. 

 

Stargazing and astronomical science have been part of the SkyFest program since our inaugural 

event in 2018. This year, 2022, we hope to expand our Astro-STEAM60 offerings with afternoon 

workshops in the Wiradjuri Study Centre’s small auditorium or in more informal campfire settings. 

The workshops will include an online tour of the night sky with Donna Burton, aka Donna the 

Astronomer, from Coonabarabran’s Milroy Observatory, and Wiradjuri stargazer Steve Taylor from 

Cowra. We’ll also be offering workshops with physicist Dr Tatiana Bonch from Sydney, science 

communicator Luke Steller from the University of NSW, and possibly other guest presenters. 

 

On Saturday night, Donna and Steve will lead our live stargazing sessions in a sheltered grove 

within the Wiradjuri Study Centre grounds. An open invitation has been extended to amateur and 

professional astronomers from throughout the region to share their knowledge and experience and 

enjoy the fellowship of other astronomers and stargazers.  

 

The inclusion of astronomy and STEAM Outreach in the Condo SkyFest program supports efforts by 

the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) to ‘Close the Gap’ 

between the learning outcomes of First Nations and non-indigenous students in Australian schools. 

ACARA recently introduced cultural astronomy into the school curriculum to ensure that First 

Nations students can see themselves, their identities and their cultures reflected in their courses in 

ways that encourage their participation and enhance their self-esteem. The cultural astronomy 

curriculum also ensures that all students, regardless of their backgrounds, learn to recognise and 

respect “the world’s oldest continuous living cultures” and engage in the processes of 

reconciliation.61  
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As well as traditional Wiradjuri astronomy, SkyFest celebrates recent discoveries by twenty-first-

century astronomers and astrophysicists, who have radically changed our understanding of the 

universe. We now know, for example, that the elements that make up visible matter, including we 

humans, were created in the stars, most of them in stellar explosions known as supernovas or in 

kilanovas, the unimaginably powerful blasts of energy released when two neutron stars, or a 

neutron star and a black hole collide.62 This new knowledge is relevant to Condo SkyFest Miima 

Warrabinya because Wiradjuri Country is extremely rich in gold and the critical minerals the world 

needs for the transition to a zero-carbon economy,63 and most of which were ‘cooked’ in exploding 

stars. 

 

Some of Australia’s richest critical mineral prospects have been found just 50 km from Condobolin 

near the historic village of Fifield, where several companies are preparing to mine the minerals 

required for electric cars, batteries, smartphones, and satellites, for example. This fortuitous 

concentration of useful minerals in Lachlan Shire is expected to transform Condobolin’s economic, 

social and cultural life over the next decade. For Wiradjuri people, this boom represents both 

opportunities and a potential threat to Country. Our Miima-Gu Ngaahna Regenerative Futures Expo 

(Section 2.8) will address this conundrum. 

 

2.5 SkyFest as Wiradjuri Gastronomy 
Our 2022 Condo SkyFest will open on the evening of Friday 2 September with a Gala Dinner of 

traditional Wiradjuri food prepared by Juru chef, Gerald Power, and his crew from Indigenous 

Cultural Adventures in the regional city of Orange.64 Gerald will be assisted by Wiradjuri trainees 

from WCC’s Galari Agricultural Company. The menu will include foods that Wiradjuri people have 

been enjoying for tens of thousands of years, such as Golden Perch (Yellow Belly), yabbies, 

kangaroo meat, saltbush and wattle seeds, along with native and introduced vegetables and spices, 

damper, and Wiradjuri-inspired dessert and non-alcoholic beverages. Diners will also be able to 

preview SkyFest exhibitions and performances and enjoy an after-dinner tour of the universe with 

our resident astronomers. 

 

The Gala Dinner offers diners, especially those representing corporations, government 

departments, non-government agencies, educational institutions, and local and regional 

businesses, a valuable networking opportunity in a relaxed and convivial environment on the 

Wiradjuri Study Centre veranda. We hope it will also inspire some of them to sponsor SkyFest 

events to help us ensure the financial viability of this festival (See Section 2.8). Bookings can be 

made via 123tix.com.au. 

 

2.6 SkyFest as Language Renewal 
The year 2022 is the beginning of the United Nation’s Decade of Indigenous Languages, an initiative 

designed  

 
to draw global attention on the critical situation of many indigenous languages and to mobilise 

stakeholders and resources for their preservation, revitalisation and promotion.65 
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For many years, Wiradjuri people were punished for speaking their language in Condobolin and 

other places. Because of this, most were too afraid to pass the language on to their children and 

grandchildren. This break in transmission meant that the Wiradjuri language and other cultural 

knowledge ‘went to sleep’ in Condobolin, as it did in many other First Nations communities. 

 

Now, however, Wiradjuri language is being re-awakened and revived in Condobolin and elsewhere 

– thanks to the activism of community leaders and the support of both Federal and State 

Governments.66 The historic NSW Aboriginal Languages Act 2017, which finally came into force in 

2020, for example, confirms that 

 
(a)  The languages of the first peoples of the land comprising New South Wales are an integral part 
of the world’s oldest living culture and connect Aboriginal people to each other and to their land. 

(b)  As a result of past Government decisions Aboriginal languages were almost lost, but they were 
spoken in secret and passed on through Aboriginal families and communities. 

(c)  Aboriginal people will be reconnected with their culture and heritage by the re-awakening, 
growing and nurturing of Aboriginal languages. 

(d)  Aboriginal languages are part of the cultural heritage of New South Wales. 

(e)  It is acknowledged that Aboriginal people are the custodians of Aboriginal languages and have 
the right to control their growth and nurturing.67  

 

Wiradjuri is now being taught in local schools, at Condobolin TAFE, and at Charles Sturt University’s 

Wagga campus, which offers an award-winning Graduate Certificate in Wiradjuri Language, Culture 

and Heritage. SkyFest contributes to this process of re-awakening, growing and nurturing Wiradjuri 

language through the WCC Language Program,68 which works with language groups to develop 

educational resources and promote the benefits of learning ancestral languages.  

 

The psychological, social and economic benefits of maintaining or reclaiming ancestral languages 

are well recognised. As the Australian Human Rights Commission’s Social Justice Report 

demonstrated more than a decade ago, maintaining ancestral languages  

• promotes resilience 

• improves health 

• improves cognitive functioning  

• increases employment options  

• reduces costs and compensation claims, and  

• has intrinsic value69  

 

The 2020 National Indigenous Languages Report similarly found that recognising and validating 

these languages increases First People’s pride in their culture, increases students’ confidence and 

engagement in schools, and increases trust in the institutions that use and promote traditional 

languages. Individuals who can speak their ancestral languages also reported feeling more socially 

connected, happier and more engaged with their communities.  

 

Other research suggests that the social benefits of maintaining or learning ancestral languages 

“may include healing and enhanced family and community functionality.”70 The use of these 
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languages in education, business, land management, tourism, hospitality and other service sectors 

has also been shown to increase productivity and competitiveness.71   

 

For all these reasons and more language renewal is an integral part of Condo SkyFest Miima 

Warrabinya. The 2022 program includes several language workshops for the general public hosted 

by the Wiradjuri Language Program, performances of new songs in Wiradjuri and English 

completed through our Gaalmadhaay Songmakers Project (see Section 2.2), and a pair of very bold 

Wiradjuri-speaking puppets operated by Dr Petal Love and Ruth Davy, co-founders of the Albury-

based production company Giilangyaldhaanygalang.72 All festival participants, regardless of their 

ages and backgrounds, will therefore have multiple opportunities to read and listen to Wiradjuri 

language at Condo SkyFest 2022. Some might even learn a few new Wiradjuri words.  

 

2.7 SkyFest as Closing The Gap 
Although many Wiradjuri families in Lachlan Shire are doing well, others continue to experience 

racism, trauma, social and economic disadvantage, family dysfunction, poor mental and physical 

health, premature death, substance use disorder, disability, and incarceration at significantly higher 

rates than the rest of the Shire’s population. Nationally, the health statistics for First Peoples 

remain alarming. The 2020 report from the Close the Gap Campaign for Indigenous Health Equality 

(Close the Gap Campaign) showed that the life expectancy gap for First Nations males was still 8.6 

years and 7.8 years for females, and the disease burden for First Nations people was 2.3 times 

higher than for non-Indigenous Australians. The leading causes of this burden were mental 

disorders, substance use, injuries (including suicide), cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and 

respiratory diseases.73  

 

In a renewed effort to address these inequalities, the Coalition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Peak Organisations signed a new National Agreement on Closing the Gap with all 

Australian governments in 2020.74 Many different groups and organisations were part of this effort, 

including the Lowitja Institute, First Peoples Disability Network, the Change The Record campaign, 

Blak Lives Matter, and other organisations serving First Nations communities in Condobolin and 

elsewhere. 

 

At a local scale, Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya is attempting to address some of the Closing the 

Gap goals through our cultural revitalisation program. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the 2021 

workshops conducted by local and visiting Arts professionals in contemporary Indigenous dance, 

weaving, song writing, and lantern-making improved participants’ physical and psychological well-

being and catalysed new opportunities and aspirations for them, for example.75  

Academic research into the benefits of First Nations community festivals confirms what we have 

observed in Condobolin. A recent Closing The Gap document listed the following:  

improved physical and mental health and well-being; increased social inclusion and cohesion; some 

improvements in school retention and attitudes towards learning; increased validation of, and 

connection to, culture; improved social and cognitive skills; and some evidence of crime reduction.76  

The Australia Council for the Arts 2018 submission to Closing the Gap Refresh reported the 

following tangible and intangible benefits of participating in cultural activities:  
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empowerment, capacity building, social capital, exposure to positive role models, cultural security, 

cultural confidence, local leadership, economic opportunities and pride in Indigenous identity.77  

The Australia Council submission continued: 

The evidence is clear that First Nations arts and cultural participation can support: the development 

of strong and resilient First Nations children; improved school attendance and engagement; higher 

levels of educational attainment; improved physical and mental health and well-being; greater social 

inclusion and cohesion; more employment, economic opportunities and meaningful work; safer 

communities with reductions in crime and improved rehabilitation; as well as the prevention of 

suicide – fostering a secure sense of cultural identity is a powerful protective factor against self-

harm for young First Nations people and helps First Nations children and young people to navigate 

racism and being a minority group in their own country.78 

Those of us involved with Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya remain committed to ensuring that 

this festival focuses on the needs of First Nations families in Condobolin and the region and 

demonstrably improves their lives. But developing and sustaining new cultural initiatives in small 

inland communities is not easy, and nor can it be done quickly. As another Closing The Gap report 

emphasises:  

Arts programs require long-term, sustained and regular contact between arts professionals and 

participants to allow time to consolidate new skills and benefits that flow from involvement in the 

program.79  

 

Our experience with Condo SkyFests 2018 and 2019, and now with the lead-up to SkyFest 2022, has 

shown that, without “long-term, sustained and regular contact between … professionals and 

participants”, plus time for locals “to consolidate new skills and benefits,” Condo SkyFest Miima 

Warrabinya will never fulfil its potential.  

 

As discussed in Section 1.3, SkyFest organisers favour the multi-helix collaboration development 

model, which involves meaningful collaboration between all levels of government, non-

government organisations, educational institutions, the corporate sector, local business partners 

and community groups. With such collaboration, we believe we can develop Condo SkyFest into a 

world-class First Nations celebration of Culture and Continuity on Country to benefit the Wiradjuri 

Condobolin community and other remote First Nations communities in Inland New South Wales.  

 

2.8 SkyFest as Regenerative Futures Expo 
Lachlan Shire is about to experience a renewable energy and critical minerals boom, which will 

transform local economies and help drive Australia and the world’s transition to a net-zero 

emissions future,80 as we’ve already noted. Some of the region’s richest mineral prospects are near 

the historic village of Fifield, some 50 km from Condobolin, where several companies are preparing 

to mine cobalt, nickel, scandium, gold, silver, and platinum. One company, Sunrise Energy Metals, 

is investing $2.4 billion to mine nickel, cobalt and scandium and develop a battery materials 

processing and recycling facility at Fifield, for example.81 

 

For WCC and Big Skies Collaboration, this imminent boom presents a timely opportunity to identify 

regional change-makers committed to co-creating a safer, healthier, net-zero carbon future, and 

invite them to showcase their products and services, promote their future visions, and engage with 
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locals and visitors at SkyFest’s inaugural Miima-Gu Ngaahna (Reaching for the Stars) Regenerative 

Futures Expo. Invitees are expected to include the new generation of miners developing the 

region’s critical minerals, precious metals and rare earth deposits, ‘green’ manufacturers, 

renewable energy producers, food and fibre producers, green corporations, government agencies, 

non-government organisations, educational institutions supporting the shift towards regenerative 

processes, along with small businesses, health professionals, natural resource managers, scientists, 

science communicators, arts and crafts practitioners, community organisations, First Nations 

entrepreneurs, and other groups and individuals promoting regenerative modes of production and 

healthy ways of living. The Regenerative Futures Expo will also allow WCC to share some of its own 

projects, including the Galari Agricultural youth training program on its farm at Lake Cowal.82  

 

Prospective exhibitors will be able to book booth space online at 123tix.com.au, or via the QR code 

on Facebook/CondoSkyFest and the SkyFest poster, or by contacting the Wiradjuri Study Centre. 

Site prices range from $10 for community members to $500 for large corporate sites. Wifi and 

other amenities will be included in the fee. Exhibitors can provide their own booths or hire them 

via the 123tix site. We’ll also be offering exhibitors opportunities to sponsor future SkyFest events 

and experiences.  

4.0 CONCLUSION 
This document has presented abundant evidence for the multiple benefits that cultural festivals, 

such as Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya, produce for First Nations communities and small remote 

communities like Condobolin. As we have shown, these positive outcomes include:  

• improved mental and physical well-being 

• a heightened sense of cultural pride 

• confidence and a sense of belonging  

• capacity building, skills development, and knowledge sharing  

• diversion from self-harm and other negative social behaviours 

• improved school attendance and engagement 
• ‘collective effervescence’, positive emotions associated with doing good in the world  

• experiences of awe, amazement and wonder  

• fresh visions of a decarbonised future 

• all the economic and social benefits tourists bring to remote communities 

What sets Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya apart from other First Nations festivals, in practical 

terms, however, includes the following: 

• our community cultural development ethos  

• collaborative approach  

• predominantly Wiradjuri programming 

• active re-awakening and reclaiming of ‘lost’ traditions, including language, stories, and 

astronomy 

• diverse cultural heritage, arts, crafts, STEAM and Wiradjuri language workshops  

• exhibitions focussing on works by local artists and makers 

• the regenerative futures expo 
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We believe that Condo SkyFest Miima Warrabinya can become a world-class annual celebration of 

65,000+ years of Wiradjuri Cultural heritage on Country. It can enrich local people’s lives, catalyse 

new opportunities, strengthen capabilities, and drive positive change in the spirit of Yinndyamarra 

Winhanganha (The wisdom of respectfully knowing how to live well in a world worth living in).  

We also believe that Miima-gu Ngaahna (Reaching for the Stars) Regenerative Futures Expo can 

become a nationally significant space where regional change-makers in diverse fields, including the 

mining, agriculture and education industries, can showcase and share their regenerative futures 

products and services. Some exhibitors might also like to sponsor future SkyFest events and 

experiences. 

To achieve these goals, we need significant financial and in-kind support from multiple sponsors 

and collaborators. We would be very grateful for your help.  
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